My Dear Friend, Welcome to Chile: The Most Beautiful Country In The World (Essays from a Teacher in Chile Book 1)

My Dear Friend, Welcome to Chile. The beauty of Chile rests on one fundamental assumption.
I assume that all countries are beautiful. If you will agree with me on that, that your country is
beautiful, then Chile is the most beautiful country in the world. You see, when God was
finished making the world, he looked around himself and discovered he had bits and pieces of
all the countries left over (including your country, of course). God took these bits and pieces of
all the other countries and put them together. That is how Chile was born. In this book, I
present my Chile, as I have come to know it, to live it, to dream and hope for it. It is a piece of
my life, and it is an evolving story, just as my life is evolving, and maturing. I ask you to try to
understand Chile, by engaging with my experience in, with, and for Chile... I hope you enjoy
the view of Chile I share in my essays... Morning sun rises in the east; our story has begun.I
have lived in Chile for twelve years. I have come to regard Chile, gradually, bit by bit, day by
day, each day a little more, as one of the most beautiful countries in the world. When one
stops, and reflects, there is a certain logic to that. People and places, grow familiar, sights,
sounds and smells grow to be the ones that you wake to in the morning, that you experience
daily, until you again retire to sleep, and dream of at night. Little wonder, then, that this Chile
has become my home away from home. I have an acute awareness that it has its limitations,
but these do not exceed its unlimited potential. One says such things, feels such things, senses
such things, when one is at home, and content. Yes, I am content here in Chile, this beautiful
country.
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